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Clear black-and-white distinctions are not appreciated in
much of the Church like they once were.  In fact, much of
what we believe and live appears to be one big GRAY,

and most folks seem content to keep it that way.  No need to dig
out any personal convictions, no need to think about how to
live carefully according to the Bible.  If some believe one thing
and some another and it looks as if God is blessing the whole
muddle, who are we to step in and suggest that the Word gives
us clear guidelines (or even principles!) about what Christians
ought and ought not do.

However, is it possible that we have become so compro-
mised with the world that we find it quite soothing to continue
mixing black and white into
one big pot of gray.  It
may look like the
soup of toler-
ance, but I
guarantee
you it has
proven to
be the
poison of
impo-
tence.  The
Bride has
slurped down
the whole pot
and finds that she
is powerless to effect
change within herself, let
alone those around her.  She tries to preach absolutes of the
Word while proclaiming relativity of practices (standards).  The
only resulting “absolute” the Church’s compromising union has
birthed is the notion that the Word is relative and the practices
are completely unnecessary—if not suspiciously legalistic.
Essentially, the donkey and horse have been put together and
the outcome is as sterile as the mule.

Instead of the keenness of discernment we have the confu-
sion of delusion—contented self-delusion.  Thus, folks are frol-
icking in the gray fog each one doing what is right in his own
eyes.  Each one expecting God to bless and help them no matter
what they do or don’t do.  Is it any wonder that the church con-
tinues to shift toward condoning outright sinfulness?  After all,
white is unrealistic and legalistic, but gray is wonderful.  Gray
is so uncertain, so tolerant, so open.  Most everyone agrees that
gray is a quite sensible position to take.

Oh, and black?  Why, more and more it’s looking like just
another shade of gray.   ❏
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